Name / Horse’s Names:

Small Designs:
Horse or Horse Head (see website for pictures)
Additional Small Lettering
(years added, titles, more names, etc.)

Free! (1 name plus 1 horse name included if in the
same hoop. Additional names $3—$5 extra)

$10 - $15 depending on amount of customization
$5 and up

Large Lettering:
REGULAR SIZED HOOP: (approx. 10” x 10”)
One line across back under logo is $12.50. Each additional line while in the SAME HOOP is
$7.50. Extra wording may be more, and may not fit nicely. Abbreviate as necessary.
LARGER HOOP:
One line across back under logo is $15. Each additional line while in the SAME HOOP is $10.
ARCHED LETTERING starts at $20, and depends on the jacket size. No guarantee on following the
curve exactly!
Sleeves: Generally, we charge $5 per line. If we have to use 2 lines for something like Intermediate
Showmanship, we’ll usually charge as if it’s one line. We usually give a price break if we’re adding a lot of
medals all at once since they are easier to line up and plan for space. Application is limited depending on size
of sleeve and how far we can get the hoop on to fit into the embroidery machine. Medals are done in metallic
block lettering. “Headers” can be any choice of thread color or font.
Other Locations by quote. Space is limited on these jackets, so it is wise to set your goals for achievement
and plan accordingly for what and where you might add lettering in the future.
We line things up to the best of our ability, but when adding to existing lettering, we cannot guarantee perfect
alignment due to previous hooping and possible fabric distortion.
WHEN YOU BRING YOUR JACKET IN:
* Please make sure that it is CLEAN, and that your pins are removed. Please empty your pockets.
* Have an idea of what you want, where you want it, and what font and thread colors you like. Print out the
Jacket Planner Form and make some notes. Due to our schedule, we are happy to spend up to 15 or maybe
20 minutes to go over your order with you. After that, we will charge “design time” of $20 / hour to help you
figure things out. We really do love working with you, but shop time costs us. (Note to parents: this is the
member’s jacket, and will be a special memento of their achievements. Please allow them to make their own
decisions regarding what will look best. Trust them— they usually know!)

